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Press Release
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Our Mission Statement
The mission of FOSH, Friends of Sound Horses, Inc:
To promote all “sound,” naturally gaited horses, with a specific emphasis on Tennessee Walking Horses. (“Sound means not “sored”) Impor-
tance is placed on education regarding the humane care for the emotional, mental and physical well being, training, and treatment of all 
gaited horses. FOSH will only support flat shod or barefoot horses, and will never endorse any event that uses stacks and/or chains as action 
devices, nor any mechanical, chemical or artificial means to modify the natural gaits of the horse.

FOSH Focuses on three areas for gaited horses:
1. Educating people on sound training principles

2. Supporting sound shows, events & activities
3. Working to end soring
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Friends of Sound Horses (FOSH) announced that attendees at the third Sound Horse 
Conference expressed enthusiastic praise for the conference held November 5 and 
6 in Louisville, KY.  
 The Sound Horse Conference was organized by FOSH to bring organizations 
and people together to end soring. Soring is the illegal and cruel practice of using 
chemical and mechanical methods to create pain in a gaited show horse’s front feet 
to exaggerate their animated step, most prevalent in Tennessee Walking Horses.  
 Rick Lamb, host of the weekly television program “The Horse Show” on RFD-
TV was the Master of Ceremonies for the Sound Horse Conference which consisted 
of two days of educational panel discussions on the Horse Protection Act, humane 
training practices, horse show judging, the latest hoof research, future United States 
Department of Agriculture enforcement, drug testing and much more. Speakers 
included veterinarians, leaders of animal welfare organizations, researchers, 
attorneys, farriers, horse show judges, former trainers and individuals using former 
show horses for non-showing riding activities.
 The Sound Horse Conference featured many internationally known horsemen 
and equine practitioners dedicated to the welfare of the gaited horse. One of 
the speakers was well-known philanthropist and equine spokesperson, Madeleine 
Pickens, wife of billionaire, T. Boone Pickens. Ms. Pickens has been instrumental in 
supporting animal welfare efforts throughout the years, and is especially known for 
her crusade to save the American Mustang.  
 Another Keynote speaker was legendary natural hoof care pioneer Jaime 
Jackson. Jaime Jackson is a 35-year veteran hoof care professional, lecturer, author 
and researcher on wild and domestic horse hooves and how hoof care affects 
overall health. 
 Added this year were three, pre-Conference workshops for owners, trainers 
and judges to share ideas. The trainers’ workshop was moderated by a business 
consultant who guided trainers in developing strategic business plans during 
changing times.
 Evening entertainment incorporated demonstrations of several gaited horses 
trained using classical dressage methods and trick training. The audience was 
wowed by the horses’ intelligence, athleticism and smooth gaits developed with 
humane training methods instead of soring, heavy shoes and pads, chains and 
gimmicks.
 More details are currently available at www.soundhorseconference.com and a 
downloadable recording of the conference will soon be available. Additional detailas 
regarding the SHC will be featured in the Jan/Feb issue of SA.

Third Sound Horse Conference 
Announced a Success
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 President’s Corner

Dear Friends of Sound Horses:

By the time you read this, we will have finished the 2010 Sound 
Horse Conference, and hopefully everyone who attended will 
have been impacted by the event with new thoughts, new re-
search, new friends, and new resources available to help these 
horses. The goal of the Sound Horse Conference is to bring an 
end to the soring abuses done to Tennessee Walking Horses and 
other gaited horses, and we will keep the focus on that goal.
 I enjoyed two vastly different horse events during October: 
a couple of days each at the World Equestrian Games (WEG) in 
Lexington, Kentucky, and at the FOSH North American Gaited 
Horse Championship (NAC) Show in Sedalia, Missouri. At the 
WEG, it was exciting to see the huge investment and fanfare, 
watching para-dressage riders excelling despite major physical 
challenges, the combined driving event 4-in-hand teams com-
peting through the magnificent outdoor obstacles, and the “Top 
Four” stadium jumping, where the top four riders in the world 
exchanged horses till each person had jumped the astound-
ing course on each horse. At our FOSH NAC Show, the qual-
ity and contentment of the horses was a pleasure to observe. 
I enjoyed meeting many of the exhibitors, 
hands, and FOSH members at our hospitality 
booth, which was the brain-child of our Vice 
President Teresa Bippen. Teresa’s home-made 
gourmet brownies and many personal touch-
es made it a pleasure to watch the smiles 
visiting the booth.
 Then the industry-rocking news of the 
USDA Office of Inspector General‘s (OIG’s) 
audit of the portion of the USDA that works 
on Horse Protection, the Animal,Plant and 
Health Inspection Service (APHIS). The OIG 
is part of the USDA, and is charged with 
identifying, auditing, and investigating fraud, 
waste, abuse, and mismanagement within the 
parent agency. In my first review of the audit 
report, I can identify many strong, positive 
improvements under the new recommenda-
tions:

 1.  Acknowledging and reducing conflict of interest with 
USDA-licensed Designated Qualified Persons (DQPs)

 2.  More outreach and education of equine veterinarians 
by APHIS about soring

 3. Requesting 80% increase in HPA budget for 2011
 4. USDA Veterinary Medical Officers (VMOs) will be able 

to issue tickets. (Before, the USDA could only take 
information and that is why hundreds of cases are 
sitting around and have never been adjudicated.) 

 5. USDA to create a “work plan” to decertify non-compli-
ant HIOs.  Important step never taken before.

 6. USDA can discipline inspectors who don’t do their 
job, including revoking USDA accreditation of veteri-
narians.

 7. Mandatory minimum penalties for all parties involved 
in an HPA violation (owner, trainer, rider, transporter, 
custodian.)

 8.  USDA oversight of appeals process, including random 
visits and summaries of reasons why tickets were 
overturned.

 9. Available database and information on HPA violators 
to the public. (BRAVO!!!)

 10. Disqualified horses individually identified and not al-
lowed to continue to show in event.  

 Progress in this direction will certainly help protect these 
show horses from the abuses of soring.

Enjoy your early winter season, appreciate your loved ones 
and kiss your horses.

—Lori Northrup, President

Photo upper right: Lori Northrup on a wet driving trip 
with her Tennesee Walking Horse, Magnolia

Bottom Photo: Lori Northrup and Magnolia lead a Parelli 
trail ride clinic through a pond. Photos by Coco
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Singer/Songwriter Mary 
Ann Kennedy joins ACTHA 
to Help their Cause for the 
Unwanted Horse

Successful Fairview, Tennessee, Singer/Songwriter, Mary 
Ann Kennedy, has joined the growing list of American 
Competitive Trail Horse Aassociation (ACTHA) 
sponsors to help promote the Great American Trail 

Horse, and to enable the humane treatment of horses in 
need.
 Mary Ann Kennedy will not only donate music to the 
Competitive Trail Challenge prize pool, she will also assist 
and perform at local rides, when her busy schedule permits. 
ACTHA is thrilled to have Mary Ann join the ACTHA team. Tom 
Scrima, General Manager of ACTHA states “ACTHA is extremely 
excited to have the talent of Mary Ann Kennedy aboard. Mary 
Ann shares the same passion with her horses, as everyone 
at ACTHA, and we are all committed to do something good 
together, for the good of our noble equine companion”. 
 Mary Ann states, “I have 2 passions in my life. The love of 
horses and animals, and the love of music. My CD’s “The Trail 
Less Traveled”, “Hoofbeats, Heartbeats & Wings” , “The Rhythm 
of the Ride” and the latest release “ Who Saved Who”, embraces 
them both. My two soul animals: my dear pug, Choy, and the 
colt I raised, Tonka, shared a birthday on May 16th. Choy was 
15 years old and Tonka was 9 when their souls flew away 
together in August of 2000. Through my deep grief, little did I 
know that they would inspire a whole new chapter in my life. 
I began writing songs about them and other animal loves of 
my life. Death and rebirth, the circle of life...it is amazing and 
I continue to be grateful. They are now my angels, they’re ‘not 
really gone.’ My hope is that hearing this music will inspire 
healing, joy and celebration of life.” 
 When asked about Mary Ann’s passion for horses, Country 
Singer Emmylou Harris shares “We share a passion for music, 
and have been fortunate enough to make our “living” at it. But, 
we also share another passion, a deep love for animals, all 
animals and especially the ones who have graced our lives 
by their presence in our lives. Mary Ann’s music’ celebrates 
that grace and the special relationship we have with these 
beings that bring us closer to our humanity by showing us 
love that is truly unconditional. This music is for anyone who 
has been down that trail. We still have a long way to go, but 
thanks to Mary Ann, we now have a soundtrack for the 
journey.” 
 ACTHA Members will soon be able to listen to the 
music of Mary Ann Kennedy. They will be able to hear 
sample music and buy her Albums on the ACTHA website 
as part of the Competitive Trail Challenge prize pool. To 
read more about Mary Ann, you can visit her website at:: 
www.maryannkennedy.com.

Mary Ann Kennedy is a generous and thoughtful FOSH 
member and supporter who has donated her wonderful 
CDs to FOSH to encourage people to join or rejoin FOSH. 

The January-Febraury issue of the 

Sound Advocate will again feature 

all those wonderful stallions. That’s 

when people start planning their mare 

breedings so get your exceptional 

stallion out there for consideration.

 

Contact Desirai Schild, 208-237-6413 

or desiraischild@yahoo.com for 

further information.



Longeing the Rider:
The Most Direct Path To An

Independent Seat

A 
long-established 
practice, rider 
longeing is vital 
to both rider and 

horse training. As a rider, being 
longed temporarily takes away 
your reins and relieves you of 
complex and often confusing 
tasks, such as managing the 
horse’s speed, direction, bal-
ance, and alignment. It reduces 
the very long list of riding re-
sponsibilities, enabling you to 
become organized as you learn 
to juggle an increasing number 
of mounted tasks and concen-
trate on your own balance and 
self-control.

 For beginners, longeing promptly secures confidence and safety, 
and is a good introduction to rider basics. For more experienced riders, 
being longed helps to perfect position, fine-tune aids, assess strengths 
and weaknesses, and identify gaps in your riding education. Longeing 
is a way for riders to maximize time, effort, and resources dedicated to 
seat development, and sets you on the path to self-control over body 
and mind, while helping you reach the ultimate goal of an independent 
seat.
 Being longed allows you to focus first on acquiring a feel of the 
horse before attempting to control him. All riders will benefit from 
learning “feel,” a quality many trainers consider very difficult to teach. 
However, a rider’s feel can absolutely develop by being longed, which:

• keeps the learning environment safe and controlled
• slows down the pace initially, and then brings it up to 

tempo
• teaches the rider to relax and work with gravity, not fight 

against it
• prompts the rider to synchronize with the horse’s gaits

 I assure you, longeing does not have to be grueling to be effective. 
When working with gravity and relaxation, your riding seat deepens 
authentically, without force. And when you can maintain seat balance 
at slow speeds, you are more prepared to move into the working gaits 
and beyond.
 Maybe even more important, rider longeing benefits the horse, 
who suffers most from an uneducated seat and an unskilled rider who 
relies on reins for balance. Riding without reins preserves the horse’s 
sensitive mouth, preventing any unconscious misuse of hands that 
could cause him pain or discomfort. Though our hands may be the 
most adept, trainable body parts we possess, they are what we rely 
on instinctively for steadying ourselves when unstable. For that very 
reason, the reins are temporarily withheld when you are being longed 
until you learn independence and can use the reins for communica-
tion, not balance. 

Independent Aids
 The rider’s goal is 
to attain an independent 
seat—one that performs 
without disrupting 
the horse. This is an 
important quality and 
until solidly confirmed, 
you will not have an 
influential seat, that is, 
one trained to direct the 
horse and subsequently improve his performance.
 An excellent example of an independent seat is seen in equestrian 
vaulting, performed on the longe line, where coordinated physical 
control and independence develops without any intention to influ-
ence the horse. In contrast, riders today often attempt to influence 
the horse prematurely, before acquiring sufficient independence of aids 
and seat. This is the longest road possible to becoming an effective 
rider. Before expecting to exert a positive influence on the horse, and 
before any horse training is attempted, riders must learn to be in con-
trol of their own body while in the saddle. 
 Isolated control of arms, legs, torso, and seat is essential, as you 
must fulfill a multitude of physical tasks while riding. This is a huge 
challenge as your legs are not going to mirror the action of your hands, 
nor will they always mirror each other. Likewise, hands may or may 
not act in unison on the horse. Relative to the horse’s bend, your 
inside and outside aids take on specific roles. Even the left and right 
halves of your pelvis must function independently, to deliver weight 
aids and follow the gaits. Riding situations at any time may require the 
application of aids in isolation or various combinations, and it is the 

independence in your seat 
and aids that enables you 
to do this.
 While this sounds 
complex and technical, it 
is more easily understood 
once you have established 
a tactile relationship and 
feel of the horse’s move-
ment. Toward that end, 
longeing is indispensable. 
The key to achieving 
independence—and over-
coming many rider chal-
lenges—is releasing your 
resistance to movement 
that manifests as physi-
cal tension and uncon-
scious grip. “Release” is 
facilitated by a variety of 
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mounted exercises practiced on the longe line. Your ability to sit pas-
sively with arms and legs hanging freely, letting your limbs be jostled, 
lifted, and dropped by the horse, leads to an independent physical 
control in the saddle before influencing the horse is even required.

The Movement Paradox
 Effective riding relies on your ability to adhere to a moving horse. 
While an educated seat gives the impression it is unmoving, a rider is 
in constant motion on the horse and only appears still when in sync 
with his movement. In contrast, an uneducated seat is characterized by 
stiffness and a lack of movement. Obstacles like tension and inflexibil-
ity have many sources, including trying too hard to maintain position. 
Rigidity can be seen in beginners and long-time riders and leads to 
bouncing—which gives the impression that a rider is moving too much! 
But bouncing actually reveals a rider who is blocking the horse and 
resisting the movement.
 It is not enough to align in the correct position, you must “relax 
into it” by learning to move with the horse rather than against him. 
Bracing, battling, gripping—these separate you from the horse and 
increase risks, and your resulting disconnection becomes observable. 
When you release resistance, horses often breathe a sigh of relief and 
move forward with enthusiasm and willingness. Increased freedom 
in the gaits can generate longer strides with more ground cover and 
buoyancy. As long as your joints remain moveable and you blend the 
appropriate muscular effort and passivity, you can connect to bigger 
movement…yet appear unmoving.
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be used for mount-
ing, but to achieve 
maximum benefit, try 
crossing them over or 
remove them while 
longeing. Your longeur 
must know how to 
safely handle a horse 
on the longe before at-
tempting to longe you. 
This includes knowing 
how to adjust the side 
reins—used to help 
the horse maintain his 
frame during longeing—so they are neither too tight nor too loose. 
Longeurs must also know how to attach the longe line to the bridle 
and how to use a longe whip for ground-based driving aids. The arena 
you are longed in should be level, with footing at a depth of 2-4 inches 
and enough room to work on a circle between 12 to 20 meters in di-
ameter.
 For a step-by-step guide to longeing the rider and being longed 
yourself, I have written a manual entitled: Longeing the Rider for a 
Perfect Seat. It combines traditional equitation and mounted exercises 
with Yoga for Equestrians, including conscious breathwork and hands-
on bodywork. This unique rider-longeing program can help you create 
a personal balance that will lead to a deeper connection with the horse 
as you develop a stable, correct, elegant, independent seat—every 
rider’s goal.

 A universal rider goal is to unite with the horse—to move harmo-
niously, at the same speed with centers aligned—not one partner lag-
ging behind or dashing in front of the other. This goal can be met only 
once you learn the horse’s fundamental lesson: “absorb the movement!” 
It is the key to appearing “motionless” and not bringing attention to 
your seat. When you “sit still” in the saddle all eyes gravitate toward the 
horse’s performance, which is enabled by your flexible, moveable seat.

Longeing the Rider 
 To begin a rider longeing program, you will need a “longeing 
team.” This includes a well-trained longe horse, a skilled longeur to 
control the horse, and a qualified instructor to guide you and help 
you avoid common pitfalls like physical exhaustion and over-facing. It 
is ideal if the person longeing you is also a riding teacher focused on 
seat development. The optimum environment would be a quiet set-
ting with minimal distractions that will inspire you to focus and relax. 
You should wear proper riding attire, without spurs, to safely perform 
exercises on the longe line without inadvertently disturbing the horse.
 Your longe horse should be tacked in a comfortable, well-fitted 
saddle and a snaffle bridle with a knot tied in the reins. Stirrups can 

Reprinted with permission from Longeing the Rider for a Perfect 
Seat by Linda Benedik. For more information about the book and 

to order visit www.horseandriderbooks.com 
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Great 
Gaits JEWELL’S GALLANT FAREWELL

Barbara Weatherwax & General Jackson

When I sat down to write these 
thoughts I was so angry and passion-

ate. I had to get across to all of you the pain 
that follows the greed of putting a young 
horse through the training and subsequent 
stress of the show ring. My anger will not 
subside as long as FOSH is the only horse 
organization that will not permit the show-
ing of a 2-year old. My heartbreak, on the 
other hand, will stay with me forever.
 Last week was the last week for 
Chocolate Jewell. As I stood with her for 
the last time the doctor prepared to send 
her to God. I realized her only misstep was 
being born too beautiful and too talented. 
 Monetary concerns compel the “im-
portant” breeders to get their best animals 
into the show ring and sold while they 
are still babies and before these breeders 
have too much money invested in them. 
As with racing horses and racing dogs, it’s 
the brightest and best of our horses that are 
vulnerable to this unfortunate reality. 
 If Jewell hadn’t been so bright – so 
wonderfully gaited and so lovely, she might 
have made it into her fifteenth year. Those 
people who benefited from her talent prob-
ably don’t even remember her name. Those 
of us who had our lives enriched by her 
specialness will never forget her. 
 I just learned the other day that 
Sandy McCart, well-known trainer and 
designer of the Sound Advocate, has her 
own story to tell about Jewell. Several years 
ago, Sandy had a horrific accident and was 
incapacitated for many months due to her 
serious injuries. Getting back on a horse 
was a tremendously brave thing for her to 
do. And who gave her the confidence to do 
just that? Chocolate Jewell.

 Jewell so much wanted her own person. 
She was undoubtedly the smartest horse I’ve 
ever known – and I’ve known more than my 
share. But for some reason or other, she went 
from home to home and each separation was 
very painful for her. She finally had the good 
fortune to move to Nevada and into the barn 
of my good friend and riding buddy, Lynne 
Peleshuck. The tragedy is that by then her 
knees were so shot that when the farrier 
picked up her foot, you could hear the joint 
rub and creek.
 A horse’s knees don’t close until they are 
three years old. It is no mystery that heavy 
riding of a 2 year old is so damaging. Then 
the over use of these 
precious joints (as 
happens when train-
ing for the show ring) 
creates long range 
problems. For a horse 
like Jewell, who had 
such brio and zest for 
living – suffering the 
joint pain as she ma-
tured was absolutely 
tragic.
 I started riding 
Jewell almost 2 years 
ago. She was truly 
thrilling. After two or 
three rides I became 
wildly obsessed with 
her. I had pictures 
of her all over my 
office and practically 
stopped people on 
the street to tell them 
about this glorious mare I was riding. 
 Our time together was relatively short 
– one year. But in that year she totally cap-
tured me with her spirit and talent.
 Then last winter – in fact our first snow 
– Jewell went down. Lynne and I panicked 
and flew into action to make her more com-
fortable. I, who am known for wearing my 
UGG boots raced home and cut off the top of 
a pair to wrap around her aching legs. We got 
insulated boots for her feet, a warm blanket 
and tons of shavings in her stall. We knew it 
was serious and that she might not make it. 
But Lynne with her magic diets and awesome 
care pulled Jewell through the crisis. And this 
gallant mare made it into another spring and 

summer with her own special brand of class. 
 Our dear friend, Jackie Scott , who is 
petite and quite a bit lighter than me, began 
riding Jewell to keep her exercised – and of 
course fell in love with her too. But all the 
while, I realized we were going down a fragile 
path. I knew Jewell probably would never 
make it through another winter.
 This lovely mare was here for a relatively 
short time and yet touched more hearts than 
most. Wouldn’t it have been a better story 
if those early handlers had waited just one 
more year before they put her into vigorous 
training? She might still be with us.
 I look out my window and see my glo-

rious General Jackson – who was born too 
short to be campaigned. And now, at 28, he’s 
taking me out on the trail every week. I don’t 
give him any joint medication, because his 
joints are youthful and strong and show no 
signs of overuse.
 Hallelujah! FOSH doesn’t allow show-
ing two-year olds. For those of you who 
belong to other breed organizations please 
think about putting pressure on them to re-
examine their rules of showing babies. It’s in 
our hands. 

For more information visit: 
www.BarbaraWeatherwax.com • 

softgaits@gmail.com • www.GreatGaits.com
www.TheFabulousFloatingHorses.com 

Chocolate Jewell
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In 2005, Cris Van Horn discovered 
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
(Corps) project, Heyburn Lake, 

near Kellyville, Oklahoma. This property is 
heavily wooded and gorgeous with excellent 
lake views and access. It had an abandoned 
RV park and she thought it would be great 
if it could be rehabilitated into an eques-
trian park. She dreamed of it often. There 
was nowhere like this in the Tulsa area for 
equestrians to camp. She contacted the Corps 
and ultimately the Park Ranger responsible 
for Heyburn. No such luck. The ranger was 
opposed to horses tramping through the 
woods. 
 Never one to give up, Cris contacted 
the Corps again this past July and lo and 
behold, Heyburn had a new Ranger (two 
weeks on the job) and he was very interested 
in bringing equestrians to Heyburn—not at 
the abandoned park but at Sheppard Point, 
a functioning park that is underutilized. This 
was more than Cris dreamed—an immedi-
ate opportunity to establish a trail system at 
a facility that already has water and electric 
hook-ups, with a ranger who is enthusiastic 
with open arms to equestrians. 
 Cris immediately contacted the Oklaho-
ma Equestrian Trail Riders Association (OE-
TRA) to see about forming a partnership of 
sorts to establish equestrian sites at Heyburn. 
Within a week, everyone was sitting around 
the table at the Ranger’s office looking at 
maps discussing possibilities and touring 
Sheppard Point to determine where to place 
the tie line poles. The new Ranger, Travis 
Miller, had seven campsites already picked 
out that he wanted to devote to equestrians!!
 Teri Wyatt, OETRA President, and Cris 
set about contacting OETRA members and 
gaited horse club members to gather volun-
teers to clear the land for the tie line poles. 
Within a short two weeks, the work weekend 
was planned. The Ranger let the volunteers 
camp for free. OETRA and its members 
contributed 14 poles and the labor and equip-
ment necessary to dig the holes and install 
all the poles. This included a jack hammer 

Heyburn Lake, Kellyville, Oklahoma
—New Equestrian Trail System

to get through some of the rock that was 
encountered. It was an awesome weekend. 
Twenty-six dedicated horse lovers showed 
up to volunteer representing OETRA, the 
Pure Pleasure Gaited Horse Association 
(PPGHA), the Trail Riding Gals (TRG), 
the Bad Girls Trail Riding Club (BGTRC), 
and the Green Country Fox Trotting Horse 
Association (GCFTHA). The Park Ranger 
and his sidekick, Sean, were a tremendous 
help with a Bobcat with claws and chain-
saws. Teri Wyatt gave a very informational 
talk during lunch on how to mark trails 
that will have minimal impact on the en-
vironment by following the contour of the 
land, avoiding a lot of up and down that 
will encourage erosion from rain water, and 
by meandering around. By the end of the 
weekend, all the poles were installed and 
progress was made marking the first trails.
 Sheppard Point is surrounded by 300 
acres under Corps control that are being 
marked for trails first. Beyond that, the 
Oklahoma Department of Wildlife Con-
servation leases 7,200 acres surrounding 
the lake from the Corps as a Wildlife Man-
agement Area (WMA) and has agreed that 
a trail system can be established through-
out the WMA. 
 Cris organized a core group of indi-
viduals to work on Sheppard Point includ-
ing a project manager and two team lead-
ers. Dedicated horsemen and horsewomen 
in the Tulsa area showed up again as volun-
teers on August 7 to mark and clear trails. 
This will be ongoing for weeks and months 
to come but everyone is anxious to get the 
first set of trails established before hunting 
season when the WMA will be off limits to 
riders and opened up to hunters. 
 We all know how important it is to 
have places to ride. You may have op-
portunities like this near where you live. 
The attitude at the Corps has changed. 
With shrinking budgets, they are looking 
for additional sources of income to sustain 
their projects. It never hurts to ask, as you 
can see from Cris Van Horn’s experience. 
Dream BIG. If it is horse related, all sorts 
of people come together to make things 
happen. Just think of al lthe new friends 
you will meet!!!!!!

Jo Anne Behling
 Wauwatosa, WI

Sarah Bushong-Weeks
 Denver, CO

Julie Church
 Pagosa Springs, CO

Mary & William Church
 Pagosa Springs, CO

Cristine Holt
 Dubuque, IA

Jane Howlett
 Pocatella, ID

Brenda Imus
 Kennedy, NY

Lori Northrup
 Ellicottville, NY

Anne Northrup
 Ellicottville, NY

Anita Rau
 Catlett, VA

Bucky Sparks
 Cortez, CO

Nancy Sparks
 Cortez, CO

Ellen Twist
 Salem, OR

Marcy Wadlington
 Canon City, CO

Leslie Weiler
 Pagosa Springs, CO

Laura Wyant
 Cheshire, OR

Anonymous Donor

FOSH 
Lifetime 

Members

Thank you for your 
gracious support!



FOSH Deadlines
A FINAL Reminder to all FOSH Members!

  High Point Books must be postmarked by January 31, 2011
  Breeder’s Awards submissions are due by January 15, 2011 
  FMI: Nancy Harding 731-925-0209
  Trainer of the Year nominations are due by January 15, 2011 
  FMI: Nancy Harding 731-925-0209

Kristi Thompson, Rigby, Idaho, and her Foxtrotter mare, Star, 
earned the FOSH high point award at the Annual Ridge Rider 
Rendezvous. Kristi placed second overall in the adult division, 
followed by another FOSH member, Bill Spradlin, Weston, 
Idaho, and his KMSHA mare, Easter. They placed third in the 
adult division. About 75 people participated in the 14 mile, 10-
obstacle course. (photo by Rod Thompson)
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News Bites

Star and Kristi

Diane Sept stretches Shelly Spradlin’s Kentucky Mountain 
Saddle Horse at a clinic in Pocatello Idaho. Lisa Wolford, on her 
KMSHA horse, looks on. Diane delighted a dozen people with 
her knowledge in a day-long clinic in Pocatello. She’d done 
private lessons a couple days before in Salt Lake City, Utah, 
judged the Eastern Idaho Gaited Horse Assn’s championship 
show in Blackfoot, Idaho, and was headed to Boise, Idaho, for 
another clinic. (Photo by Desirai Schild)

Randy Olson, Rigby, and his stallion, CR Shadow of a Storm, 
aka Timber, earned the coveted FOSH Judge’s Choice Award 
at the Eastern Idaho Gaited Horse Association’s championship 
show in Blackfoot, Idaho. Of all the FOSH competitors at the 
show, Judge Diane Sept selected Randy and Timber as the 
pair that best represented understanding comradery and true 
communication between horse and rider. The photo of Randy 
and Diane was taken by Linda Bean.

Diane Sept

Randy & 
Diane

Visten takes the month off and is headed to the Sound Horse 
Conference! For all of the Visten fans, don’t despair, he’ll be back 
next month with his trainer Sue Larentis of “Imagine A Horse.” 

Visten relaxing 
in the sun
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Smokey’s Midnight Magic is an 11 year 
old TWH gelding that we rescued in 
April of this year. In the time since he 
came to live with us he has gained 
quite a bit of weight and was placed 
on a regime of slow conditioning. In 
June we began by dog walking him 
on easy trails to begin to replace lost 
muscle and then flat foot walking him 
on gentle sloping trails to build stamina. 
By the first of July, he was able to be 
ridden in the foothills in an easy 6-7 
mile loop. 
 We began to market him to friends 
and clients seeking a gentle family 
mount who might like to use him 
for light trail/pleasure riding. Since 

Smokey’s Midnight Magic 
Finds a Home              By Nya Bates

he had been a Youth Versatility 
horse for two pre-teen girls, we 
were hoping that we would 
find a family with a youth rider 
as Smokey performs well and 
enjoys children. A few weeks 
ago a gentleman contacted me 
to schedule an appointment to 
come and meet this exceptional 
gelding. This man was gentle, a 
compassionate rider and was 
seeking a horse for his family and 
grand daughter to enjoy. After 
riding and spending some time 
with Smokey, this wonderful 
family decided to purchase him. 
Experienced with horses yet new to 

this breed, they have arranged to leave 
him with us and come and take lessons 
and learn about this breed for the next 
few weeks. They fully understand the 
ongoing program for restoring this 
gelding to his former condition.
 We are thrilled that this gentle 
gelding will finally have the perfect 
home.

The Sound Advocate carried Smokey’s story earlier this year about his neglect 
and subsequent rescue.

Smokey being ridden by Nya at a 
show in September
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Horses from Colorado to Florida and Tennessee to Minnesota made some 
impressive entries at the 2010 NAC.

Judges Susan Moses, Martha Chatten and Diane Sept saw a variety of talented 
horses exhibit remarkable skill in everything from dressage and trail obstacle to 
standard rail classes, vintage costume and EquiTheater over the three-day event in 
Sedalia, Mo.

Kelly Hewitt was in charge of the show committee, Sandy McCart was the Show 
Manager and Janice Klenke was the Office Secretary. Don Moses was DQP.

Exhibitors and spectators were greeted by Lori Northrup, FOSH President, and 
Teresa Bippen, Vice President, at the show’s hospitality booth. Guests were offered 
home-baked brownies, hot chocolate and coffee as well as FOSH information.

EquiTheater was very exciting and featured highly creative acts that included 
songs from today and long ago.

“Very tough competition in the EquiTheater class where exhibitors create a skit 
to music and use costumes and props to tell the story,” said Alece Ellis, FOSH board 
member. “The icing on the cake was that the exhibitors ranged in age from 7 to AARP 
qualified.” Teresa Bippen agreed.

“First place honors in EquiTheater were earned by youth rider, Mackensie Wagner, 
who rode a SSH, The Last Apache, owned by Larry and Lou Meek to “Little White 
Church.” Second place saw Martie Jacobson in a lion costume atop her TWH, Against 
Evil Forces, who was dressed as a lion. Their tune, of course, was “The Lion Sleeps 
Tonight.” Third place went to Christine Beasley on her SSH, Sweetwater Argentina , 
Gina Vehige on TWH Chance’s Magical Dust, and Darryl Vehige riding the SSH, Hot off 
the Press. Their skit brought back memories of times gone by as they used “Hot Rod 
Lincoln.” A total of $500 was divided between the three top competitors.

Sidesaddle and Vintage Costume classes also created excitement and were 
immensely enjoyed by the audience.  The audience marveled at the hours of work 
and extreme detail of the costumes which ranged from Victorian to a Scottish 
huntswoman and Braveheart lookalike.

 “Exhibitors appreciated having their schedules made easier by having mostly 
Western classes on Friday and English classes on Saturday,” Teresa Bippen said. “It 
dramatically took stress off exhibitors during tack changes.”

Thanks to John and Vicki Scaife, Spotted Saddle Horses logged the highest turnout 
ever, exhibiting quality horses and great riders.

Teresa Bippen and Dianne Little, IJA Director of Judging, were given appreciation 
awards for all they do. Special thinks goes to Tamara Sissom, Alece Ellis and Lucy 
Rangel for their tireless volunteer efforts.

“Thank you all for a great NAC,” said Sally, Frones, Minnesota. “Our group did well 
–won some, lost some and had a great time. I don’t know whose idea it was to have 
an equine chiropractor there but we surely did appreciate it. Thanks for a great time 
and terrific weather.”

Highlights of the Eleventh
North American Gaited
Pleasure Horse
Championships

Cover Photo: Mackenzie Wagner rides The Last Apache, owned by Larry and 
Lou Meeks to “Take Me Down to the Little White Church.” She took first place 
in EquiTheater. NAC photos courtesy Jack Greene Photography; Maggie 
Moore photographer

Marite Jacobson and Against Evil 
Forces earned second place in 
EquiTheater by performing to “The 
Lion Sleeps Tonight.”

Ashley Carter and her daughter,
Shelby, shine in the leadline class. The 
horse is doing Time Nine To Five.

Anita Howe jumps her stallion, Papa’s 
Royal Delight, over a barrel in the 
natural horsemanship class.
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OGB Model Grand Championship
1. Against Evil Forces, handler/owner Martie Jacobson 
2. Ironwood Jack Of Diamonds, handler Elmer Scott for Elmer and Suzanne Scott

TWH Open Western Pleasure 2-Gait Championship
1. Kennedy In Command, rider Anita Howe for John and Vicki Scafe

TWH Open Western Trail Pleasure 2-Gait Championship
1. Ritz's Black Cameo; rider Bucky Sparks for Bucky & Nancy Sparks
2. Arian's Sweet Threat; rider Nancy Harding for Fran & Nancy Harding

SSH Youth Western 2-Gait Championship
1. The Last Apache; Mackensie Wagner for Larry & Lou Meek
2. Yankee Doodle Mandy; rider Claire Gamble for Candace Thompson

OGB Open Western Country Pleasure 2-Gait Championship
1. The Kansas Cowboy; rider/owner John Brandreth
2. Pride’s Blue Angel, rider/owner Anita Dunham

TWH AOTR Opt. Tack Trail Pleasure
3-Gait Grand Championship

1. Beyond a Shadow; rider Larry Hewitt for Firefly Farm

TWH Youth Opt. Tack Trail Pleasure 2-Gait Championship
1. Walking The Dog Wiley, rider Michelle Church for Julie Church

OGB Open English Country Pleasure 2-Gait Championship
1. Secret's Favorite Harmony; rider Claire Gamble for Hobby Horse Farm
2. Miss Minni Mac; rider Abbie Lehman for Jodie Dedecker-Bubar

OGB Jr. Horse Opt Tack Country Pleasure 2-Gait Championship
1. Duke of Duchess; rider Kelly Hewitt for Melody Nagel

TWH Amateur Opt Tack Trail Pleasure 2-Gait Championship
1. Against Evil Forces; rider/owner Martie Jacobsen

MFT Jr. Horse 2-Gait Championship
1. Tom's Travelen Mac; rider Steve Sherrer for George & Judy Casper
2. Wishe's Kisses Sweeter than Wine; rider Clifton Matlock for If Wishes Were Horses

TWH Jr. Horse Opt Tack Trail Pleasure 2-Gait Championship
1. Against Evil Forces, rider/owner Martie Jacobson 
2. Sheeza's Black Sensation; rider/owner Rick Hylton

SSH Open Western Pleasure 2-Gait Championship
1. Break Dancer; rider/owner Emily McQuillan

TWH Open Western Trail Pleasure 
3-Gait Grand Championship

1. Pride's Little Darling; rider Cheyenne Dunham for Anita Dunham
2. Secret's Favorite Harmony; rider Claire Gamble for Hobby Horse Farm

OGB AOTR Opt Tack Country Pleaure 2-gait Championship
1. Travelin Ruby Koscot; rider Ricky Cummings for Sandra Kappes & Ricky Cummings
2, Papa's Pollyanna; rider Anita Dunham for Luther Hughes

TWH Jr. Horse Opt Tack Pleasure 2-Gait Championship
1. She's Flashin' Cash; rider Kelly Hewitt for Firefly Farm
2. Colored with Pride; rider/owner Megan Wagner

TWH Open Western Pleasure 3-Gait Grand Championship
1. The Eternal Flame; rider Bucky Sparks for Bucky & Nancy Sparks

SSH Open Western Pleasure 3-Gait Grand Championship
1. Yankee Doodle Mandy; rider/owner Candace Thompson
2. Break Dancer; rider/owner Emily McQuillan

2010 NAC Championship Winners

OGB Open English Country Pleasure 2-Gait Championship
1. Pride's Blue Angel; rider/owner Anita Dunham
2. Dumesday; rider/owner Sonya Spease

TWH AOTR Opt. Tack Trail Pleasure 2-Gait Championship
1. Against Evil Forces, rider/owner Martie Jacobson 
2. Miss Mini Mac, rider/owner Jodi Dedecker-Bubar

MFT Open 2-Gait Championship
1. Cat’s Romeo GLC, rider George Casper for George & Judy Casper
2. Greyboy’s Dixie Chick, owner/rider Mary Ellen Frantz

OGB Youth Opt. Tack Country Pleasure 2-Gait Championsip
1. Pride’s Little Darling, rider Garrison Dunham for Anita Dunham
2. Secret’s Favorite harmony, rider Claire Gamble for Hobby Horse Farm

TWH AOTR Opt. Tack Pleasure 3-Gait Grand Championship
1. Walking The Dog Wiley, rider Michelle Church for Julie Church

TWH Youth Opt. Tack Pleasure 2-Gait Championship
1. Walking The Dog Wiley, rider Michelle Church for Julie Church
2. Millennium Silver Miss, rider Mia Walker for Jane Hylton and Mia Walker

TWH Amateur Opt. Tack Pleasure 2-Gait Championship
1. She’s Flashin Cash, rider Kelly Hewitt for Firefly Farm
2. Kennedy In Command, rider Anita Howe for John and Vicki Scafe

Jana Babuszczak and Powers Flaxen Glo in the Vintage 
Costume Class

More results pg 16
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Darrell Douglas and Magic Amigo were crowd pleasers in 
a TWH class.

Joan Jungmeyer guides her horse, Lady’s Ace In the Hole, 
through poles during the trail obstacle class.

Melanie Lehman rides her stallion, Generator’s Mac Attack, 
in the dressage competition.

TWH AOTR Opt. Tack Pleasure 2-Gait Championship
1. She’s Flashin Cash, rider Kelly Hewitt for Firefly Farm

MFT Open 3-Gait Grand Championship
1. Ironwood Jack Of Diamonds, rider Elmer Scott for Elmer and Suzanne Scott
2. The Kansas Kowboy, owner/rider John Brandreth

TWH Open English Trail Pleasure 2-Gait
1. Against Evil Forces, owner/rider Martie Jacobson
2. Arian’s Sweet Threat, rider Nancy Harding for Fran and Nancy Harding,

TWH Open English Pleasure 2-Gait Championship
1. Mac’s Little Lucie, rider Katie Kettinger for Abbie Lehman

OGB Open Country Pleasure Opt. Tack 
3-Gait Grand Championship

1. Beyond A Shadow, rider Larry Hewitt for Firefly Farms
2. The Kansas Kowboy, owner/rider John Brandreth

TWH Open English Trail Pleasure 3-Gait Grand Championship
1. Pride’s Little Darling, rider Cheyenne Dunham for Anita Dunham
2. Secret’s Favorite Harmony, rider Sally Frones for Hobby Horse Farm

TWH Open English Pleasure 3-Gait Grand Championship
1. The Eternal Flame, owners, Bucky and Nancy Sparks, rider, Bucky Sparks
2. Dirty Little Secret, owner-rider, Ashley Frones

2010 NAC Championship Winners
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As we anticipate a weekend trail ride, we try to 
prepare accordingly. We make sure the trailer 
is serviced; we check the truck’s oil, blinkers 
and brakes. We check over all of our tack to 
make sure that it’s all clean and in working 
order. We do all this so that we can have the 
peace of mind knowing that we have done 
everything we can to be responsible while 
trying to prevent any problems. Of course, 
many unexpected things might pop up along 
the way such as a break down or a blown out 
tire but we can eliminate many of the “little” 
things with simple preparation and mainte-
nance. When we ride our horses, we are their 
drivers. If we don’t prepare ourselves and our 
horses much the same as we would our truck 
and trailer, we can run into similar types of 
trouble. 
 There are many ways to prepare our-
selves and our horses. You need to prepare 
yourself and your horse both physically and 
mentally. There are multiple exercises we 
can do back at the barn to prepare ourselves 
and our horses for a trail ride. Something as 
simple as preparing for a reverse sets up the 
horse for a turn and helps the horse stay in 
balance as you work through the maneuver. 
We do these things back at the barn because 
it is easier for us to control the situation there. 
Unlike the trail, at the barn there are no large 
hills, no flowing creeks, no deer, turkey or the 
elusive boogieman. When we’re back at the 
barn, we are calm and deliberate about what 
we do and why we do it. We’re confident in 
our riding abilities, and our horse feeds off 
of that confidence. All of this makes for an 

enjoyable ride.
 Don’t get me wrong! It can be fun to 
ride back at the barn for awhile. However, 
riding out on the trail is where we get to enjoy 
our horses, even if it means we give up the 
security of the barn. I want to be able to see 
what nature has to offer. I want to go up those 
large hills, around those trees and rocks and 
see the wildlife, although sometimes I prefer 
them at a distance. These obstacles, as scary as 
they might be, shouldn’t stop me from riding 
out on the trail. We need to instill the same 
confidence in our horse on the trail as we did 
back at the barn. But we also need to “ride” 
our horse on the trail. We need to take the 
knowledge we gained and prepare our horse 
for these obstacles by getting ourselves into the 
correct “riding” position just like we did back 
at the barn.
 I just got back from a great trail riding 
clinic last week. During the clinic, everyone 
prepared their horses back at the barn by do-
ing the warm up exercises that I teach at all 
of my clinics and on my DVD’s and everyone 
did them very well. Then we got on the trail 
and everyone did the exercises very well again. 
As we continued to ride down the trail, things 
would happen and we were able to work 
through any problems that arose. However, it 
got me thinking. I wondered why things went 
wrong in the first place? 
 Take going down a hill, for instance. We 
would be riding along just fine, and then all of 
a sudden, someone’s horse would rush down 
the hill. It probably wouldn’t have been clear to 
everyone but what I saw was a rider who forgot 

Preparation by Position for the Gaited Horse
Jennifer Bauer Gaited Horsemanship • www.gaitedhorsemanship.com

Jennifer Bauer is an internationally known gaited horse clinician who apprenticed for five years with Larry Whitesell before starting her own 
business. She teaches classical principles for gaited horses through clinics and private instruction, focusing on equitation and gaited horse problems 
and issues. She graduated from the University of Wisconsin with a degree in Animal Science Equine Business. 

to prepare himself and his horse before starting 
down the hill. Without getting the horse or 
himself in position for the transition, the horse 
fell out of balance, and therefore, had to rush 
to catch himself. If the rider would have pre-
pared himself and his horse before they even 
got to the hill, his horse would not have had 
to rush down the hill. Balance is paramount 
to a horse, and it will do anything it can to 
maintain it. Rushing down the hill, although 
worrisome to the rider, was the horse’s way of 
ensuring its safety.
 Too often riders only think about what is 
most comfortable for them and forget about 
how their riding position affects their horse’s 
balance. What I’ve seen are riders who tend to 
put their feet way out in front of themselves, 
lock their knees straight and brace against 
their stirrups. Although the rider might feel 
comfortable, doing this shifts their horse’s cen-
ter of balance on the forehand. This causes the 
horse to fall forward and rush down the hill. 
If I were not on a horse and went down the 
hill in the same manner, with my feet braced 
forward, I would certainly loose my footing 
and tumble all the way down the hill. Now if 
I calmly walked down that hill with my knees 
bent and under me, I can slowly go down 
that same hill and arrive safely at the bottom. 
That is how I want my horse to go down a 
hill—slow and soft. 
 Next time you’re out on the trail and you 
come across a hill, try putting yourself into 
the correct riding position, preparing you and 
your horse for the maneuver before you go 

continued  pg 25
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The Horse’s

SKELETON
ou are designed to exist 
in gravity (the force of at-
traction toward the center 
of the earth). Your skel-
eton provides the neces-

sary structure for you to move around 
in gravity. How efficiently you use your 
skeleton determines how kind or cruel 
it is to you over the years.
 Horses are also subject to gravity. 
They have a skeleton with which they 
move around. On their own, how well 
your horse moves isn’t that critical as 
long as he can get to food, water, shelter 
and safety. But, as soon as you mount 
up this situation changes dramatically. 
How your horse handles himself makes 
all the difference between a frustrating 
ride where you feel like he is resistant 
and unwilling, to your ideal ride in com-
plete harmony with your horse and, 
unbeknownst to you, gravity. 
 To consistently get to a place of 
harmony it is important to understand 
your horse’s structure and function. He 
has to be able to balance both of you 
in order to be mentally, emotionally and 
physically calm and perform to the best 
of his ability. Any physical imbalance 
results in mental and emotional stress. 
Therefore understanding anatomy and 
biomechanics are useful in achieving 
your riding goals.

Vertical vs. Horizontal
There are tremendous similarities be-
tween the horse and the human and 
there are also some fundamental differ-
ences. The most obvious is that we stand 
upright on two legs while horses stand 
horizontal on four legs. The horizontal 
orientation and increased size provides 
a lot more surface area for gravity to 
act upon. Gravity plays a big part in the 
overall balance of the horse even with-
out a rider. Now consider what it must 
be like for the horse to cope with the 
additional 150 lbs – 200 lbs. of rider and 
tack on his back. 

Part 1
By Wendy Murdoch Copyright © 2010. All rights reserved.

Comparable parts: the head
The horse’s head is 4% of his total body 
weight sticking out like a flag at the end 
of a 3’ pole – the neck. The head and neck 
equate to 10% of the horse’s total weight. 
This horizontal head orientation requires 
more structural support than our verti-
cal, head over our feet, orientation.

 The juncture of the spine and the 
skull is similar to us and somewhat dif-
ferent. Your head and spine meet behind 
your nose and between your ears. Your 
top three vertebrae are above the line 
of your chin. The horse’s head hangs 
forward and down from the spine more 
like a drop of water hanging from the 
end of a stick. Therefore the first cervical 
vertebra is behind the back of the head. 
This orientation requires a very specific 
alignment of the entire skeleton to hold 
the head effortlessly. When 
in correct alignment the 
poll will be free and the 
horse’s head will hang and 
nod without tension.
 There are two occipi-
tal ridges where the skull 
joins the first cervical ver-
tebra (C1). These ridges fit 
into to shallow cups of C1. 
This arrangement allows 
for an up and down “yes” 
motion in both horses and 
humans. 
 When the skeleton 

is organized correctly the pelvis coun-
terbalances the head, like a weighted 
bridge. The work of balancing the head 
is distributed through the entire mus-
culo-skeletal system. The neck is free, 
the poll is the highest point and, in col-
lection, the plane of the horse’s face will 
be vertical without the need for force. 
When the skeleton (horse or human) is 
not efficiently balancing the head many 
more muscles are recruited, resulting in 
a stiff neck and the head either above, 
behind or held in a vertical position by 
the rider.
 The horse’s eyes, ears, nose and 
mouth are located in the head. Just as 
in humans, most of the horse’s senses 
are located in his head along with the 
brain. Just like in humans, the horse’s 
nervous system is designed to keep the 
horse from hitting the ground. Loss of 
consciousness and/or death will occur if 
the horse is not capable of balancing the 
head. Therefore, the horse will not be 
relaxed or able to listen and respond to 

Y
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your commands if there is something preventing him from 
balancing his head efficiently and using his senses (ears, eyes, 
nose) to perceive his environment.
 
The spine
Cervical vertebrae
The horse’s spine is comprised of 7 cervical (C), 18 thoracic 
(T), 6 lumbar (L), 5 fused sacral, and a varying number of tail 
vertebrae (around 16 - 22). All mammals have 7 cervical verte-
brae including horses, man and giraffes except for two (sloths 
and manatees). Cervical movement is similar amongst mam-
mals. 
 The joint where the skull meets the first cervical vertebra 
(occiput and C1) is known as the atlanto-occipital joint. This 
joint is behind the horse’s poll. The primary movement at this 
joint is a very small “yes” nod in both horses and humans. 
 The juncture of the first and second vertebrae (atlas/axis) 
allows the head to rotate. The design of these two vertebrae 
is like a tab (C2) in a hole (C1). This joint has more rotational 
movement than any other joint in the spine. 
 In people atlas/axis rotation is a left/right, “no” movement 
of the head. In horses this same movement tilts the head be-
cause of the “tear drop” orientation of the head. Any time the 
horse’s head is tilted there is rotation at the atlas/axis joint. 
Tilting the head causes the horse to fall through the shoulder. 
Therefore, in order for your horse to travel straight the head 
must remain level, without rotation at the atlas/axis. 
 The joint between the second and third vertebrae (C2/C3) 
allows us to tip our head to the side bringing one ear closer to 
the shoulder on the same side. In the horse this movement is 
associated with the horse turning its head slightly to the left or 
right with the ears remaining level. 
 The remainder of the cervical vertebrae cumulatively adds 
a larger range of motion in turning, tipping and nodding. How-
ever, full range of motion for these movements is not limited to 
the cervical vertebrae. The remainder of the spine also needs 
to play a role for the movement to be fluid and complete. 

Thoracic vertebrae and ribcage
Horses have 18 thoracic vertebrae (vertebrae associated with a 
pair of ribs) and 18 pairs of ribs, except for Arabians who have 
17. The ribs are attached to the sternum forming the ribcage, 
which extends from the chest between the front legs to the 
loins. A notch in the sternum just behind the elbow forms the 
girth groove. The sternum is very short and ends just behind 
this groove.
 Each thoracic vertebra has a boney vertical extension, 
the dorsal process, which serves as attachment sites for 
ligaments and muscles. The upper ribs are underneath 
the shoulder blades and not easy to feel. The ribs extend-
ing from behind the elbow to the back of the ribcage 
are easier to find. The dorsal processes of T 2 – T10 rise 
dramatically from the body of the vertebrae, up to12” tall, 
then gradually decrease in size. The dorsal processes of 
T4th-10th form the withers. 
 Horses are capable of carrying weight as long as it is 
evenly distributed over the ribcage beginning behind the 
shoulder blades and rising away from the back at the end 
of the ribcage. Saddles that sit on the horse’s shoulders or 
extend onto the loins restrict the horse’s movement caus-
ing acute and chronic back pain. It is extremely impor-

tant that the spine and withers are free from any pressure at 
all times. The withers are unprotected by muscle. If the saddle 
touched the withers it would be the equivalent of someone 
rapping on your shins with a hammer.
 Freedom of movement in the thoracic spine is very impor-
tant when asking a horse to bend. Bending means incurving 
the horse on a circle either right or left depending on the direc-
tion in which you are riding. This is equivalent to side bending 
in person (i.e. reaching down with your right hand towards 
your right foot without leaning forward or back). People can 
side bend a lot more easily than a horse. 
 In order for the horse to bend he has to be able to lift the 
back and slightly incurve the thoracic spine, lengthening the 
ribs apart on the outside of bend and bringing them closer 
together on the inside of the bend. This three-dimensional 
movement will make room for the hind leg to step deeper 
underneath the horse. The neck will express the bend created 
through the thoracic portion of the spine. 
 Correct bending begins in the thoracic spine, not in the 
neck. Attempting to create bend by pulling the horse’s head 
around and tipping the nose to the side (rotation at the atlas/
axis joint) will cause the horse to lose balance and fall out 
through the shoulder. The horse will be unable to bend cor-
rectly in the ribcage. 

To be continued…In the next article we will look at the lum-
bar spine, pelvis and legs.



Melissa and Cabo (Tomarias Juan Luis), completed the Tevis 
AERC ride this year in 36th place out of a field of 182 entries 

with only 96 finishing. With the heat in the canyons reaching 
upwards of 105 degrees, the ride this year was not for the weak. 
And of the eight gaited horses competing, only Cabo, the Paso 
Fino from Colorado, and Mocha Jack (M), KMSH, owned and 
ridden by Becky Lange from California, completed the race.
 These two brave hearted ladies, Melissa & Becky, both have leg 
injuries which would deter most from this type of competition but 
for their tremendously loyal and smooth gaited mounts. Below is a 
statement in which Melissa explains how she rose to the occasion 
and was able to compete again in the Tevis Race this year.
 Our congratulations and best wishes go out to these very 
courageous women! And especially to Melissa and her wonderful 
recovery from her accident.

“I incurred a pretty dramatic horse related injury in November (not 
from MY horses) that left me wheelchair and crutches bound for five 
months. I will probably be using a cane for the rest of my life and 
will never run, ski, rock climb or mount a horse from the ground 
without help again. 
 I was pretty depressed for quite a while but was sent a video 
about a girl who has trained her horse to lie down to mount. 
Soooo…Cabo went into training with Kent Gordon to do just that 
so that I could do Tevis again at the end of July. 
 I will have a folding cane on my saddle and crew out the wazoo 
to help at every accessable vet check to get me up into the saddle from 
a tail-gate or RV. Cabo will have to lie down for me to mount at the 
other vet checks. (I don’t need him to lie down for me to dismount as 
I can swing the leg and brace over the saddle and slide down to the 
ground with the good leg.)
  Of course, I won’t be able to get off and run down in front of 
him in the canyons, tail-up the steeps or even walk him into the vet 

Melissa Margetts
Tevis Update  by Julie T.

SSH
1. Larry and Mary Lou Meek, The Last Apache
2. Candace Thompson, 

Yankee Doodle Mandy
3. Emily McQuillen, Break Dancer

NAC 2010 HIGH SEVEN WINNERS
MFT

1. Elmer & Suzanne Scott,
Ironwood Jack Of Diamonds

2. Brandreth Farms, The Kansas Kowboy
3. Lisa Petty, Jester’s Starlight Dream

TWH
1. Marti Jacobsen, Against Evil Forces
2. Hobby Horse Farm,

Secret’s Favorite Harmony
3. Jodi DeDecker-Bubar, Miss Mini Mac

checks so we won’t be finishing in great time and I just would be 
pleased to give it a try. It gives me something to work toward.
 Cabo was the first and only Paso Fino to complete this ride and 
he will be the first to lie down for a disabled rider at the Tevis too. 
Never a dull moment here. Too much to explain in an email so we’ll 
have to talk sometime.”

I think Melissa and Cabo did a fine job of ‘giving it a try,’ don’t 
you?
 If you would like to send Melissa a CONGRATULATIONS 
message, I will forward it to her! – julie _t@earthlink.net
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Canada
RIDE EASY RANCH
Karla & Pat Freeman
RR #1 • Alberta, Canada TOC 0J0
Phone: 403-748-2005 
Email: rideeasy@albertahighspeed.net
Website: www.karlastennesseewalkers.com

Standing At stud: Cherokees Dark Knight, smokey black

Breeding for conformation, disposition, and natural gait.
Imprinted at birth, handled regularly, respectful ground manners, 
and on a Farrier and de-worming program.

Colorado
THE ETERNAL FLAME
TWH Stallion • Winner of 2007 NAC Western Pleasure Grand Cham-
pion; Shown barefoot. 2009 North American Gaited Horse Cham-
pionships: Western Pleasure Grand Champion & English Reserve 
Grand Champion. Excells in dressage and trail obstacle. Athletic, 
willing disposition. Proven sire. Shipped semen available. $500 stud 
fee - plus shipping.
Standing at Walking The Dog Ranch
Owners: Bucky and Nancy Sparks
18173 C.R. 22 • Cortez, Co. 81321
Phone: 970-882-4520
Email: walknthedogranch@aol.com
Website: www.blessyourhorse.com

8TH HEAVEN GAITED HORSES INC.
5555 S. Lake Gulch Rd.
Castle Rock, CO 80104
Phone: 303-688-5727
Email: info@8thheavenhorses.com
Website: www.8thheavenhorses.com
Standing at Stud: Tomas T, Registered RMHA, KMHA
The Color Maker, Registered TWHBEA, Spotted Mountain Horse, 
Spotted Saddle Horse

8th Heaven Farms offers Breeding and Training Services, and we 
have fine young gaited horses by our stallions available for sale.

Tennessee
IVORY PAL
NOW ON FACEBOOK! A naturally gaited and versatile TWH cham-
pion. Golden palomino stallion. 2004 and 2005 FOSH Horse of the 
Year. 2005 NAC High Point Champion. Ridden barefoot and bit-less. 
More than exceptional temperament and athletic ability. Excels in 
musical freestyle, dressage, driving, barrel racing, pole bending, 

Looking for your next trail horse, trainer, or breeding stallion?
Check out these fine farms...

Western and English trail pleasure, trail obstacle, jumping, model, 
and trail rides. Private treaty. Shipped semen.  

Standing at Ivory Knoll Ranch
Eaglesville, Tennessee
Phone: 352-361-7069
E-mail: Ivoryknoll17@yahoo.com
Website: www.IvoryKnollRanch.com

Kansas
KILLCREEK PERUVIAN RANCH
Jim and Bonnie Givens
31465 W. 127th Street • Olathe, Kansas 66061
Phone: 912-856-7334
Cell: 817-313-7042
Email: KillcreekKS@aol.com
Website: www.peruviandigest.com/killcreek.htm

Standing: KPR Dramatico – 2007 black stallion, offspring of the 
legendary Fenix. Adds sound temperament, refinement, smooth 
gait, and good conformation to your offspring.
 

Introducing: PVF Don Dominico – 2005 chestnut stallion (15 h) 
Reserve Grand Champion Halter Horse and winner of the FOSH 
Peruvian Versatility Horse award, October 2009 FOSH champion-
ships in Sedalia, Mo.
 

We have horses of all ages and in all stages of training available 
for sale. All our horses are trained for trail, as well as show and 
pleasure riding. We welcome visits, but suggest advance arrange-
ments, to be sure we’ll be available. We also offer a limited amount 
of training. Our trainer is Heber Morales Colan, from Peru, who 
uses the classical Peruvian methods of training.

Kentucky
SYLVANDELL FARMS
David & Paulette Klein
254 Sylvandell Road • Cynthiana KY 41031-8469
Home: 859-235-8950
David: 859-588-3385
Paulette: 859-588-3394
Email: pmkleinky@gmail.net
Website: www.sylvandellfarms.com

Our quality Rockies are bred for temperament, conformation & gait.
We are small—breeding only three or four mares per year for trail 
and show quality babies that we work for gentleness & softness 
from birth.

Stallion: Traveler’s Wizard—grandson of Maple’s Squirrel and 
Sam’s Son. Collection & shipping available.

FOSH Directory
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Missouri
MISSOURI MORGANS
Gaited Morgans
Jim and Vali Suddarth
Phone: 573-286-1954
Cell: 417-286-4720
website: www.missourimorgans.com

QUEEN BEE STABLES, LLC 
Mary Ellen & Rick Frantz - Owners
Lebanon, MO
Phone: 636-583-4046 (home)
Cell: 417-664-2430 (Clifton Matlock -Trainer)
Barn: 417-588-2274
Website: www.queenbeestables.com

Standing: Miss America’s Masterpiece “Greyboy”, winner of the 
1996 four year old World Grand Champion, 1995 three year old 
Open S & G Champion and 1995 three year old Open Stud Cham-
pion. Greyboy is the direct grandson of both Missouri Traveler and 
Merry Boy Sensation. He has produced black, palomino, chestnut 
and sorrel offspring. If you’re looking to breed for quality 
with a natural gait, you owe it to yourself to give Greyboy your 
strong consideration. Private Treaty. Shipped semen available.

We offer training for rail or trail. Quality horses for sale no matter 
what your interests are. Queen Bee Stables is the fun place to Bee!

SILVER HOLLOW FARM
Jim and Kathy Wilkerson
359 County Road 507 • Wappapello, MO 63966
Phone: (573)297-3851
Email: Jimsrockies@gmail.com
 

Breeding quality Rocky Mountain Horses. 
Introducing: Sinatra, a smokey creme grandson of Maple Squirrel. 
For those looking to add a little color to your herd, Sinatra will be 
available for limited breeding in 2011.

Oregon
WYANT’S WINTER SPRINGS
Laura Wyant - Lifetime FOSH Member
Cheshire (near Eugene), Oregon USA
Phone: 541-998-2803
Email: Ponies4Grownies@aol.com
 

Standing: “Little Joe” 12.2 hands. He is triple registered, with the 
Spotted Mountain (B) Horse; Spotted Saddle Horse; and Pinto Pony 
(pleasure type). His breeding is “designer pony,” specifically bred to 
be MELLOW, SHORT and easy gaited. Reg. as: Just My Size
 

Breeding goal: MELLOW, SHORT, mountain trail using horses, mo-
sey ponies who are Walking gaited, not multi-gaited.

Pennsylvania

KING OF DIAMONDS
14.3 HH 6 year old Palomino Stallion registered and certified MPH 
– KMSHA – AGMH He’s got it all… color, temperament, smooth 
gait and the bloodlines to pass to his offspring. King has the solid 
build and stamina of the Mountain Pleasure Horse which makes for 
an awesome trail horse. Sire: Goldfinger’s Star Dam: Sally’s Lady 
(Moon bloodline) Stud Fee: $350 Horses for Sale
The Equus Survival Trust List of Endangered Breeds has the 
Mountain Pleasure Horse listed as “CRITICAL”. RocKaRan Farms is 
striving to preserve this awesome breed.

RocKaRan Farms – Designs, Custom Embroidery
Randy & Kathleen Delp
Phone: Quakertown, PA 215-536-5183
Phone: Gillett, PA 570-537-2183
Email: rockarandesigns@yahoo.com
Website: www.rockaran.com

Utah
SUN MEADOW RANCH
Bob & Marion Wheaton
Woodland, Utah 84036
Phone: 435-783-6254
marion.wheaton@gmail.com
www.sunmeadowranch.net

Standing Pusher’s Silverscore TWHBEA #954549. Beautiful, 
correct in gait, gentle gray stallion. 15H3”. Homozygous black, 
Heterozygous gray, Heterozygous augouti. All offspring will be 
black, gray or bay. EVA negative and vaccinated. Live cover only. 
Sun Meadow Ranch Tennessee Walking horses are bred for beauty, 
brains and gait. Young stock and experienced mountain trail horses 
for sale. We ride what we breed!

Looking for your next trail horse, trainer, or breeding stallion?
Check out these fine farms...

FOSH Directory

SOUND ADVOCATE 

DEADL INES
January/February 2011 Stallion Issue

December 15, 2010

March/April 2011 Spring Issue
February 15, 2011

See page 3 for advertising information & rates
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Looking for your next trail horse, trainer, or breeding stallion?
Check out these fine farms...

FOSH Directory

TRAINERS
BATES GAITED HORSES
Rocky & Nya Bates • Melba, ID. 83641
Phone: 208-495-1606
Website: www.batesgaitedhorses.com
 

Training of fine gaited flat shod horses to include TWH, SSH, KMSH, 
RMH, RH, & MFT using basic Saddleseat and Dressage for trail, plea-
sure, field trial and show. Specializing in retraining and rehabilitation 
of previously shown horses from the rail to the trail. Consultation, 
sales, and lessons available.

Standing natural barefoot TWH stallions Go Boy’s Windwalker 
(TWHBEA/KMSHA/TWH Heritage Certified) and Cruise With the Limo 
(TWHBEA/TWH Heritiage Certified).

Sales of well gaited, sensible, educated and willing mounts. Foals 
occasionally available.

QUILTED MEADOWS
Vicki & Martha Chatten
PO Box 41, Schoolhouse Lane • Tuckahoe, NJ 08250
Phone: 609-628-2075
Email: vchatten@snip.net
 

BAREFOOT WALKING HORSES for trail show or just pure pleasure!
Martha Chatten, riding instructor for gaited and non-gaited breeds. 
IJA judge. 609-743-1094

EASTERN IDAHO GAITED HORSE ASSN.
Providing sound fun, fellowship and education for all horses and 
owners. Featuring playdays, trail rides, clinics and shows.
Open to all breeds and disciplines.
Further info visit www.eigha.org.

THE PURE PLEASURE GAITED HORSE 
ASSOCIATION OF OKLAHOMA
The PPGHA provides fun, fellowship, social and educational activities 
for owners and admirers of the naturally gaited pleasure horse 
and presents a positive image of the naturally gaited pleasure 
horse to the community and the public at large through PPGHA 
activities; contributes wherever and however possible to charitable 
organizations involved with the welfare and protection of the horse; 
encourages through education and example the use of humane care, 
training and treatment of all gaited horses; and is involved in local, 
state and national horsemen’s organizations concerned with equine 
interests so that the gaited pleasure horse can be recognized as a 
contributing member of the equine community.

GAITED CLUBS

PPGHA is the most active gaited horse club in Oklahoma. Mem-
bership is open to owners and admirers of all gaited horses. For 
more information, contact Cris Van Horn at 918-688-1898 or 
2cloudsdancing@tds.net.

SOUTHERN COMFORT GAITED HORSE CLUB
www.gaitedhorseclub.com
 

Southern Comfort promotes activities highlighting the smooth ride 
and versatility of all gaited horse breeds. Pursuits include trail 
riding, competitions, shows, exhibitions, clinics and many other 
equine qctivities. The club promotes horse safety and friendship 
for all that are interested in horses. Owning a horse is not a 
requirement.
 

SCGHC is based in South Western Idaho and is a flat shod exclusive 
club with members contributing and supporting varied interests 
using sound natural horses.

TENNESSEE WALKING HORSE 
ASSOCIATION OF NEW JERSEY, INC.
Website: www.twhanj.com 
Contacts: Martha 609-743-1094, Kathy 856-358-8872, Roger 856-
447-3097, Vicki 609-628-2075

TWHANJ was created to promote the enjoyment of the barefoot 
and keg shod Walking Horse in its natural way of going. TWHANJ 
supports humane treatment of horses, good sportsmanship and 
camaraderie among WH enthusiasts. It provides clinics, has a drill 
team that performs at county fairs, and has a trail hour program 
and show program. Monthly meetings are held and a Newsletter 
is sent monthly. Membership is open to anyone who is willing to 
be exclusive in their promotion of the natural gaited horse that is 
shown, trained and used barefoot, keg or lite shod. Membership 
application is on the website or contact any of the members listed 
above

If you would like your gaited club or farm listed in the Sound Advo-
cate, please contact: Desirai Schild; desiraischild@yahoo.com. Club 
listings are $20/yr. Farm listings are $50/yr.



are designed for Rockies, so it’s like a 
normal trail class on steroids! 
 The Sausalito Winery hosted a 
tri-tip and chicken lunch and wine 
tasting. The winery is a local neighbor 
who opens their pasture gates for the 
group to enjoy riding through their 
lush pastures populated by a variety 
of cattle.
 Another neighbor Sandra Wor-
sham (with other WCRMHC members 
assisting) prepared a fabulous Friday 
night chili dinner for everyone...just 
because...of course, they own Rock-
ies, too.
 There are long, medium and short 
rides every day. Barney and Gloria ride 
their Rockies bareback, everywhere, 
at a brisk pace and lead some rides 
and designate others to lead as well.
 Linda Clarke, along with other 
Examiners, held a Rocky Mountain 
Horse Association certification clin-
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What a wonderful week in 
Arroyo Grande, California, 
with the West Coast Rocky 

Mountain Horse Club (WCRMHC)! 
This is the ultimate trip of the year 
for those who enjoy the easy gaited 
Rocky Mountain Horse while explor-
ing the countryside and beaches. 
Guests come each year from all 
over the United States. And all gaited 
breeds are welcome.
 We stayed at the ranch of gra-
cious hosts, Barney and Gloria North-
cote, in the oak studded mountains 
east of town. There were about 80 
rigs there. The event was well orga-

nized and the ranch is spacious, so it 
didn’t feel like that many people and 
horses. 
 Gloria made sure my friend Dana 
and I got the “Grannies Trailer” to stay 
in, located midway down the can-
yon under huge shady oak trees and 
flanked by a creek. Each trailer spot in 
the canyon has trees, water, electricity 
and corrals close by. There is coffee 
and breakfast at the entrance of the 
canyon every morning and a hot tub 
every night.
 Special guest trainer, Nicki Gwis-
dalla, (daughter of past Rocky Moun-
tain Horse Association president, 
Gary Gwisdalla) from West Virginia, 
gave a clinic on softness, suppleness 
and collection, and its importance 
for maximizing the talents of gaited 
horses. Nicki then proceeded to ride 
horses needing gait improvement and 
within about half hour of riding each 
horse had them gaiting 4 
beat. Even more impres-
sive, to the delight of the 
owners, she showed them 
how to maintain the gait 
when riding. She also 
gave us suppling exer-
cises to work on at home.
 Mindy Smith is an 
accomplished and re-
spected local trainer who 
created a most challeng-
ing timed trail obstacle 
course event at her ranch. 
Of course these trail trials 

WEST COAST ROCKY MOUNTAIN HORSE 
CLUB CAMP OUT

2010 Yearly Spring Event by Joy Bruce



ic for Rockies. Linda is strict on the proper gait being at 
a good speed, preserving the integrity of the certification. 
After Nickie rode my boy, Justin Boots, and showed me how 
to get an even 4 beat gait and more speed from him, he was 
certified. Yeah! He looked so beautiful, his blonde mane fly-
ing and hooves making the trademark “pucka pucka” sound 
on the pavement. I was so proud of him.
 There was also a theme parade, and everyone dressed 
their horses and themselves competing for fabulous do-
nated prizes. From “Lady Godiva” to “Scooby Doo” to the 
“Cruella d Ville” (101 Dalmatians), there was stiff competi-
tion with lots of cheering and fun. 
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into it. Remember we talked about balance? Balance is critical to your 
horse. We need to work as a team as we ride down the hill together. Be-
fore I get to the hill, I position myself to prepare for the transition of go-
ing down the hill. I bring my heels back and my shoulders slightly back 
right before we begin down the hill. This change in my riding position 
moves the center of gravity for my horse slightly back and allows him to 
get his feet under himself as he goes down the hill slowly.
 Now that I know what position to get in, when do I get into it? I 
need to get in that position before I start to go down the hill, not after 
I’ve already begun going down the hill. I talk a lot about this at my 
clinics: If our plane is going down, when do we want the pilot of our 
plane to pull up? Too many riders wait until the plane is already going 
down before they try to fix the problem. Why not recognize the problem 
ahead of time and make the necessary changes before it is too late?
 On the same thought, I want to make sure I finish the movement 
just as strong as I started. When riding down this hill, I want to finish 
going down the hill all the way to the bottom. If I lose my position near 
the bottom of the hill, the horse can still lose it’s balance too soon and 
thus, rush to the finish. Position is everything. 
 Isn’t trail riding your horse fun? We just spent an entire article talk-
ing about going down a hill. I guess you’ll have to wait for the next issue 
for us to go back up the hill!! Just kidding!! My point is you need to pre-
pare yourself and your horse for the known and the unknown. You need 
to put yourself in the most optimal position to reach the most favorable 
result. One way you can do this is by working with your horse ahead 
of time--he needs proper training and so do you. You need to have the 
knowledge and the confidence in yourself that you can go out and enjoy 
your horse for the reason you got him—the trail!!! Keep in mind these 
simple measures can help both the horse and rider maintain balance and 
experience a more enjoyable trail ride!

All rights reserved, may not be redistributed without prior written consent.

Preparation by Position

 There was a cowboy church for those who wished to 
attend at the Northecote’s home on Sunday with an inspi-
rational message delivered by Barney. He really has a gift 
to make it short and touch your heart. The camaraderie is 
a special part of this club.
 The grand finale is the option for a sand dunes and 
beach ride. To have this much fun on a horse is what horse 
ownership is all about. I hope you are enjoying yours! To 
learn more about this event which is open to all gaited 
horses, visit the website at www.wcrmhc.com.

Sun Meadow Ranch, Woodland, Utah (Bob and Marion 
Wheaton owners) hosted Christy Taylor of C&M Ranch, 
Pocatello ID, for a weekend of Gaited Dressage lessons. Christy 
is an upper level Dressage rider and completed the Independent 
Judging Associations (IJA’s) Gaited Dressage Judge training. 
Wow! What a difference the lesson made in our horses. It was so 
much fun to get the horses moving forward with impulsion in a 
soft frame. Learning how to get the horses working off of their 
hind ends made a huge difference. Riders and horses finished 
their lesson relaxed and happy. Everyone is anticipating their 
next ride with Christy when she returns in October.

Christy Talor works with Linda Bean riding Fashion’s Natural Beauty. 

from pg 17



Location: Ls Cruces, NM
Contact: Joyce, 575-522-5549, Email: jgetrost@hotmail.com

JANUARY 2011
8TH ANNUAL ARIZONA NATIONAL SADDLEBRED SHOW
January 8 & 9, 2011
Location: WestWorld, Scottsdale, AZ
Breeds: American Saddlebred, TWHs, MFT, Open Breed
IJA rules used for TWHs and MFTs
Contact:  Bobbie Reid, Chairperson, Email: cassidyreid@gmail.com

EQUINE DISCUSSION GROUP
January 15, 2011
Location: Denver, PA
Contact: Diane Sept Email: dianesept@aol.com

FEBRUARY 2011
LARRY WHITESELL AT EQUINE AFFAIR
February 4-7, 2011
Location: Pamona, CA 

EQUINE DISCUSSION GROUP
February 12, 2011
Location: Denver, PA
Contact: Diane Sept Email: dianesept@aol.com

LARRY WHITESELL AT SOUTHEASTERN EXPO
February 12-14, 2011
Location: Memphis, TN
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Shows & Events*

*2010 FOSH Sanctioned and/or Affiliated Shows Plus Events and Clinics: “Sanctioned” A show which uses the FOSH guiding principles regarding humane exhibiting of gaited horses. 
Show will be designated as an A, AA, AA+ or AAA. High Point Awards are only earned at FOSH Sanctioned Shows. Affiliated” A show or event which uses FOSH DQPs for inspection. Show will state “Affiliated.” 
Listing includes equine expos and events where FOSH and sound horse supporters will be distributing sound horse literature. *The shows and events marked by * have been reported to FOSH to be sound and 
to embrace the FOSH Principles of Sound Horsemanship. Many of the shows listed below use a FOSH IJA judge and/or the FOSH IJA Rulebook, yet the show has not applied for FOSH sanctioning nor applied to 
use a FOSH DQP. Some shows may use rules more restrictive than FOSH.

NOVEMBER
THIRD ANNUAL SOUND HORSE CONFERENCE
November 5 & 6, 2010
Location: Louisville, KY
Format: Experts and researchers serve as panelists
on variety of sound horse topics
Website: www.soundhorseconference.com
LARRY WHITESELL CLINIC
November 12-14, 2010
Location: Wellborn, FL
Contact: Andrea, 386-623-2292, Email: andreainwellborn@yahoo.com

LARRY WHITESELL CLINIC
November 19-21, 2010
Location: Cave Creek, AZ
Contact: Polly, 602-920-7121, Email: Roberts_polly@hotmail.com

DECEMBER
LARRY WHITESELL CLINIC
December 10-12, 2010

Give the gift 
of sound 

equine edu-
cation this 
year. Give 
a friend a 

subscription 
ot the Sound 
Advocatte 
- available 
in print or 

online
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FOSH Membership Application and Order Form
 (All annual memberships include bi-monthly issue of the Sound Advocate, an Educational Packet and complimentary subscription to the Equine Journal)

Type of Membership (check one)
Annual q $ 30 Organization (For your Gaited Horse Club or Association) q$50 Life q $600*
(Please Print Neatly)
Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________________

Address:__________________________________________ City:__________________State: _______Zip Code:_________

Phone: ___________________________E-mail: _________________________ Breed(s) of Horse(s): __________________

Additional Donations: q $20 q $30 q $40 q $50 q Patron $100* q Benefactor $300* q Other $_____
*Includes 2 complimentary CD’s by Mary Ann Kennedy

Available Merchandise

 FOSH Standards Video
—America’s Walking Horse, Poetry in Motion—
 First tape/DVD for FOSH members: _______ $10 ea

 Additional tapes/DVDs: _________________ $20 ea

 FOSH Full-color poster__________________ $10 ea

 2009 Independent Judges Assoc. Rulebook _ $10 ea

*All prices include shipping*

q YES! I wish to receive the Equine Journal

Total Enclosed: $_________Payment by check or credit card
 (please make checks payable to FOSH in US funds)

 Card #_________________________________________

 Expiration date___________________
 Credit Card authorized signature
 ______________________________________________
 Send your payment to: FOSH 6614 Clayton Rd #105
 St. Louis, MO 63117

 **All Donations are tax deductible**

Created by the dressage experts at 8th Heaven Farm, each set of 2 DVDs, 
one for introductory riders and one for two-gait tests, consists of ridden 
examples of Dressage Tests, directive voice overs, superimposed patterns and 
the complete IJA Gaited Dressage Manual.

Each set sells for $25 and includes shipping.
Please send:(check one)

 q IJA Introductory Tests q IJA 2 Gait Tests

Name__________________________________________

Address ________________________________________

_______________________________________________

Telephone ______________________________________

Email
Make Checks payable to FOSH and submit to 

Friends of Sound Horses
6614 Clayton Road #105

St. Louis, MO 63117

Great Opportunity!
Now Available Gaited Dressage DVDs



Friends of Sound Horses, Inc
6614 Clayton Road #105; St. Louis, MO 63117

CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED


